PROCEDURE FOR PREPARATION AND CONSIDERATION OF AMENDMENTS TO ANNEXES TO THE LONDON DUMPING CONVENTION
RESOLUTION LDC Res.10(V)

PROCEDURE FOR PREPARATION AND CONSIDERATION OF AMENDMENTS TO ANNEXES TO THE LONDON DUMPING CONVENTION

THE FIFTH CONSULTATIVE MEETING,

NOTING Article XIV(4)(a) and (b) of the Convention on the Prevention of Marine Pollution by Dumping of Wastes and Other Matter concerning the function of the Consultative Meeting on the review and adoption of amendments to Annexes to the Convention in collaboration with an appropriate scientific body,

RECOGNIZING that, whilst Annexes to the Convention may need to be amended from time to time, each Contracting Party requires sufficient time to consider both the implications and the detailed wording of any proposed amendment,

RECOGNIZING FURTHER that frequent amendments to annexes may cause procedural and administrative difficulties for Contracting Parties in accepting and implementing such amendments,

ADOPTS the procedure for the preparation and consideration of amendments to Annexes to the Convention as set out in the Annex to this Resolution,

INVITES Contracting Parties to implement the above procedure.
RESOLUTION LDC RES.10(V)
PROCEDURE FOR PREPARATION AND CONSIDERATION OF AMENDMENTS TO 
ANNEXES TO THE LONDON DUMPING CONVENTION